Adenomyosis presenting as a molar pregnancy: A case report
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1. Introduction

Abnormal uterine bleeding (AUB) is a common symptom with a broad differential diagnosis. One cause of AUB is adenomyosis, a condition that results from benign proliferation of endometrial glands and stroma into the myometrium. Adenomyosis is characterized by a histologically glandular appearance and patchy solid proliferation of endometrial glands and stroma, with cystic adenomyosis being less common (Troiano et al., 1998; Dogan et al., 2008; Brosens et al., 2015). Patients with adenomyosis classically present with AUB, pelvic pain, and dysmenorrhea. Due to the non-specific nature of these symptoms, a conclusive diagnosis of adenomyosis often relies on imaging or histological findings. As adenomyosis can affect pre- and postmenopausal women, the work-up must exclude pregnancy-related causes of AUB.

While there are many possible causes of vaginal bleeding, molar pregnancy is life-threatening and requires rapid evaluation and management. Molar pregnancy, the result of abnormal fertilization and subsequent aberrant proliferation of an egg, occurs in about 1 in every 1000 pregnancies. Clinical findings include vaginal bleeding, rapid uterine growth with uterine size exceeding expected gestational age, ovarian cysts, emesis, anemia, and preeclampsia. Sonographic imaging often demonstrates a “snowstorm” appearance of the uterus, and metastatic lesions may appear on chest imaging (Berkowitz and Goldstein, 2009). Given the life-threatening nature of molar pregnancy, it is important to promptly rule out this diagnosis in women of child-bearing age presenting with vaginal bleeding and abdominal pain.

Here, we report a case of histologically atypical adenomyosis in a woman presenting with clinical, laboratory, and imaging findings concerning for a molar pregnancy.

2. Case

A 30-year-old G1P0010 premenopausal female presented to an outside hospital emergency department after a week of profuse vaginal bleeding with large blood clots, nausea, lightheadedness, diffuse lower abdominal pain, and a syncopal episode. Her past medical history included a spontaneous abortion at 11 weeks gestational age at age 18 and a BMI of 48.4 kg/m². Her menstrual history was significant for menarche at age 13 and regular monthly cycles until age 27, when she developed AUB. She denied recent hormonal contraceptive use and was last sexually active six months ago.

Upon initial presentation, laboratory testing revealed an elevated quantitative β-hCG of 25.0 mIU/mL and a Hgb of 9.6 g/dL. She was diagnosed with a spontaneous abortion and acute blood loss anemia and discharged with plans to repeat labs in 48 h to confirm this diagnosis. However, her symptoms continued, prompting her return to the emergency department two days later. On return, Hgb had decreased to 8.3 g/dL, and β-hCG was 24.0 mIU/mL. Transvaginal ultrasound demonstrated an enlarged, globular uterus (21.2 × 16.6 × 12.6 cm) with a heterogeneously hyperechoic mass, demonstrating small cystic foci within the uterus (12.6 × 14 × 10.6 cm). The mass extended distally into the cervix and appeared to invade posteriorly into the myometrium (Fig. 1). Thyroid function tests were also obtained, and TSH was found to be elevated at 9.59 mU/L with normal T3 and T4. Given her enlarged
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uterus, persistently elevated β-hCG, ultrasound findings, and suggestive symptoms, she was transferred to our gynecologic oncology service for further evaluation of a suspected molar pregnancy.

On admission, a chest radiograph was obtained that demonstrated a nodular opacity within the left lung concerning for metastasis of gestational trophoblastic disease. A subsequent CT scan did not support metastatic disease to the lungs, but it demonstrated an enlarged uterus and hypovascular mass concerning for molar pregnancy and ovarian stational trophoblastic disease. A subsequent CT scan did not support nodular opacity within the left lung concerning for metastasis of gestational trophoblastic disease.

Symptoms, she was transferred to our gynecologic oncology service for further evaluation of a suspected molar pregnancy. On admission, a chest radiograph was obtained that demonstrated a nodular opacity within the left lung concerning for metastasis of gestational trophoblastic disease. A subsequent CT scan did not support metastatic disease to the lungs, but it demonstrated an enlarged uterus and hypovascular mass concerning for molar pregnancy and ovarian stational trophoblastic disease. A subsequent CT scan did not support nodular opacity within the left lung concerning for metastasis of gestational trophoblastic disease.

Although the patient’s history appeared to be most concerning for molar pregnancy, her BMI and hence elevated estrogen exposure, raised our suspicion for other potential causes of AUB, including endometrial hyperplasia, adenomyosis, and malignancy (Templeman et al., 2008). β-hCG levels were repeated and remained elevated at 12.0 mIU/mL. The patient was consented for exam under anesthesia with diagnostic and therapeutic suction dilation and curettage and was counseled regarding the risks of surgery and the potential need for total abdominal hysterectomy to achieve hemostasis. The patient was not interested in future fertility. Immediately prior to surgery, the patient had a urine β-hCG test, which was negative.

While performing a bimanual exam, manipulation of the cervix prompted profuse, bright red vaginal bleeding, with an estimated blood loss of 300 cc within minutes. The decision was made to proceed urgently with a total abdominal hysterectomy. The ovaries appeared grossly normal at the time of surgery and were left in situ, and bilateral salpingectomy was performed. The uterus was grossly inspected by the surgeon and noted to be enlarged and globular. Bivalving the uterus revealed poorly defined myometrium, and an endometrial cavity filled with cystic material. The specimen was sent to pathology for frozen section, but pathology was unable to confirm a histological diagnosis intraoperatively. She received a total of four units of packed red blood cells. Her post-operative course was routine except for a superficial wound separation. Final pathology reported a 1620.9 g uterus measuring 17.5 cm. The endocervix measured 5 × 2 cm and was lined by a herringbone pattern of tan-pink mucosa with no discernible lesions. The majority of the myometrium, endocervical cavity, and lower uterine segment demonstrated a spongy trabeculated tan-white homogenous cut surface with no areas of firmness or necrosis. Analysis of permanent sections yielded a diagnosis of cystic adenomyosis of the cervix and uterus (Fig. 2).

3. Discussion

Adenomyosis has historically been diagnosed through histologic examination of hysterectomy specimens, and thus has been thought to be a disease of women in their 40 s and 50 s. However, with improvements in radiologic imaging, adenomyosis is being detected at earlier ages. Cystic adenomyosis also tends to present in younger women, even in adolescents, and with more severe symptoms (Brosens et al., 2015). However, adenomyosis can present diagnostic challenges, as cysts can mimic uterine malformation or ovarian masses (Dogan et al., 2008; Brosens et al., 2015), and imaging and histologic features may suggest malignancy (Goldblum et al., 1995; Funaki et al., 2011). Identification of adenomyosis in these cases may be critical as definitive treatment varies drastically and may eliminate future fertility or induce earlier menopause in young women without malignancy. To our knowledge, this is the first case report of a presentation of adenomyosis presenting with symptoms, imaging, and laboratory findings concerning for molar pregnancy, which further highlights the challenges in diagnosing this condition.

Like adenomyosis, the definitive diagnosis for a molar pregnancy is by histology. However, an accurate diagnosis can be made in the setting of classic radiographic appearance, especially with elevated β-hCG levels and clinical symptoms such as nausea and vomiting. With 70% sensitivity and 99% specificity, ultrasound can accurately identify complete molar pregnancies, which frequently present as a diffuse, heterogeneous echogenic pattern of villi and blood clots, or “snowstorm” appearance (Ross et al., 2018). Additionally, theca lutein cysts are found in 15–25% of patients with molar pregnancies and can aid in diagnosis. Overall, cystic uterine and ovarian changes are more common in the setting of molar pregnancies than in adenomyosis. In our case, it is likely that the “snowstorm” appearance identified on ultrasound represented small cysts associated with cystic adenomyosis, and that the ovarian changes were simply functional cysts.

Markedly elevated levels of β-hCG are responsible for many of the classic signs and symptoms of molar pregnancies including theca lutein cysts and nausea and vomiting. While molar pregnancy is frequently associated with β-hCG > 100,000 mIU/mL, our patient’s levels were marginally elevated. Negative or falsely low levels of β-hCG can occur in the setting of molar pregnancies due to the “hook effect,” in which the signaling antibodies used to detect β-hCG are oversaturated and lead to faulty measurements (Tabas et al., 2003). While rare, the hook effect can lead to delayed therapy and life-threatening complications. In our case, serial dilutions were not performed because it would not have changed the initial plan for diagnostic curettage. On the other hand, falsely elevated levels of β-hCG levels can occur in the setting of heterophile antibodies, in which serum antibodies interfere with the β-hCG immunoassay. A negative urine β-hCG test in the setting of a positive serum β-hCG test, as seen with our patient, may indicate the presence of heterophile antibodies, which are not renally excreted (Check et al.,

Fig. 1. Transabdominal ultrasound image from the emergency department demonstrating an enlarged uterus and a heterogeneously hyperechoic mass demonstrating small cystic foci within the uterus.
1988). Falsely elevated β-hCG levels can be seen with obesity and hypothyroidism. Given that hCG and TSH have a common α subunit, elevated TSH levels can falsely increase hCG readings, and this is another potential explanation in our patient.

This case also illustrates an important lesson in the hemodynamic management of patients with adenomyosis. Given our patient’s profuse bleeding with cervical manipulation during the bimanual exam, it is important to acknowledge the potential for hemorrhage when examining patients with adenomyosis, especially in the clinical setting. While recent data suggest that the use of uterotonics such as oxytocin prior to dilation and evacuation can reduce blood loss and hemorrhage frequency (Whitehouse et al., 2019), it is unlikely that the use of uterotonics in our case could have prevented significant hemorrhage given the extensive cystic distortion of the uterus and lower uterine oxytocin receptor concentration in a nongravid uterus.

4. Conclusion

We report a case of extensive adenomyosis with clinical, imaging, and laboratory findings concerning for molar pregnancy. This case highlights how hypothyroidism may obfuscate the interpretation of β-hCG levels in reproductive age women and that it should be considered in the differential diagnosis of an elevated β-hCG. Although rare, cystic adenomyosis should also be considered in women with abnormal uterine bleeding and a “snowstorm” appearing uterus on ultrasound. Finally, this case illustrates how a constellation of symptoms may be explained by relatively common conditions rather than one relatively more rare condition.
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Fig. 2. (A) Gross picture of bivalved (ante-roposteriorly) uterus with a uniformly, diffusely cystic cut surface (B) involving the endometrium, myometrium, and lower uterine segment. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) histology at 40× (C) shows diffuse cystic adenomyosis. All examined areas of the adenomyosis shows endometrial glands with minimal cytologic atypia and mitoses, as illustrated in the H&E image at 200× in (D).